International lookbook

Johnny Loco strives to make high end products that are built to last.
We design and develop our own frames and many of our own bike parts like rims,
hubs and fenders. There are no short cuts when it comes to making our bikes.
No ‘taking the easy way’. There is only the time, the effort and the love that
we spend on them before they leave our factory.
When you buy a Johnny Loco bike, you become one of our valued customers, and you
will be invited to comment and advise us on our products. With your help,
we can build a more satisfactory product in every generation of our bikes.
We hope you find a bike that suits you in our collection and we’d like you to
become a member of the Johnny Loco family. If you want to join, but you can’t
find what you need, please let us know. Maybe we can start your bike together.
Johnny-Loco.com

specifications are subject to changes, for most recent information check our website.

* the final assembly on this model is different than displayed, see specifications

frame: xanadu grey
fenders: xanadu grey
tires: black/brown Schwalbe Returner
saddle and grips: brown

The bike as a statement, the nice way to show you enjoy the small things in life. Slow down,
just go with the ﬂow and enjoy your ride. You’re not in a rush and love to show your style.
This is our redesign for the iconic American beach cruiser, with the tipical curved frame,
wide handlebar and saddle. You’ll be able to onjoy your freedom for years to come with our
high quality beach cruiser.

Cruiser

Earl Grey
CHB-1131-GR-M

-

American classic
Unique frame
Super comfortable
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
width handlebar
total length
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 85 cm)
65 cm
180 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
kickstand
chain
standard equiped with

powder coated steel beach cruiser frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Returner 2.0’’ with reﬂection line
alloy cruiser rims
single alloy kickstand
anti-rust coated chain
with ART approved ringlock and without light set

Optional:

xanadu grey

rear carrier

led light set

chain lock

milk crate

CHB-1131-GR-M

* the final assembly on this model is different than displayed, see specifications

frame: ivory white
fenders: ivory white
tires: black/brown Schwalbe Returner
saddle and grips: brown

The bike as a statement, the nice way to show you enjoy the small things in life. Slow down,
just go with the ﬂow and enjoy your ride. You’re not in a rush and love to show your style.
This is our redesign for the iconic American beach cruiser, with the tipical curved frame,
wide handlebar and saddle. You’ll be able to onjoy your freedom for years to come with our
high quality beach cruiser.

Cruiser

Ivory

CHB-1132-IV-W

-

American classic
Unique frame
Super comfortable
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
width handlebar
total length
weight

48 cm (inseam up to 85 cm)
65 cm
180 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
kickstand
chain
standard equiped with

powder coated steel beach cruiser frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Returner 2.0’’ with reﬂection line
alloy cruiser rims
single alloy kickstand
anti-rust coated chain
with ART approved ringlock and without light set

Optional:

ivory white

rear carrier

led light set

chain lock

milk crate

CHB-1132-IV-W

frame: graphite black
fenders: graphite black
tires: black/brown Schwalbe Returner
saddle and grips: brown

The bike as a statement, the nice way to show you enjoy the small things in life. Slow down,
just go with the ﬂow and enjoy your ride. You’re not in a rush and love to show your style.
This is our redesign for the iconic American beach cruiser, with the tipical curved frame,
wide handlebar and saddle. You’ll be able to onjoy your freedom for years to come with our
high quality beach cruiser.

Cruiser

Dutch Delight
CHB-733-DD-M

-

American classic
Unique frame
Super comfortable
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
width handlebar
total length
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 85 cm)
65 cm
180 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
kickstand
chain
transport carrier
standard equiped with

powder coated steel beach cruiser frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Returner 2.0’’ with reﬂection line
alloy cruiser rims
single alloy kickstand
anti-rust coated chain
frame mounted steel transport carrier
with ART approved ringlock and without light set

Optional:

graphite black

rear carrier

led light set

chain lock

milk crate

CHB-733-DD-M

frame: graphite black
fenders: graphite black
tires: black/brown Schwalbe Returner
saddle and grips: brown

The bike as a statement, the nice way to show you enjoy the small things in life. Slow down,
just go with the ﬂow and enjoy your ride. You’re not in a rush and love to show your style.
This is our redesign for the iconic American beach cruiser, with the tipical curved frame,
wide handlebar and saddle. You’ll be able to onjoy your freedom for years to come with our
high quality beach cruiser.

Cruiser

Dutch Delight
CHB-737-DD-W

-

American classic
Unique frame
Super comfortable
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
width handlebar
total length
weight

48 cm (inseam up to 80 cm)
65 cm
180 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
kickstand
chain
transport carrier
standard equiped with

powder coated steel beach cruiser frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Returner 2.0’’ with reﬂection line
alloy cruiser rims
single alloy kickstand
anti-rust coated chain
frame mounted steel transport carrier
with ART approved ringlock and without light set

Optional:

graphite black

rear carrier

led light set

chain lock

milk crate

CHB-737-DD-W

frame: midnight blue
fenders: chrome
tires: black/white Schwalbe Returner
saddle and grips: orange brown

The bike as a statement, the nice way to show you enjoy the small things in life. Slow down,
just go with the ﬂow and enjoy your ride. You’re not in a rush and love to show your style.
This is our redesign for the iconic American beach cruiser, with the tipical curved frame,
wide handlebar and saddle. You’ll be able to onjoy your freedom for years to come with our
high quality beach cruiser.

Cruiser

Sinatra
CHB-770-SI-M

-

American classic
Unique frame
Super comfortable
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
width handlebar
total length
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 85 cm)
65 cm
180 cm
17 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
kickstand
chain
standard equiped with

powder coated steel beach cruiser frame
7 speed derailleur gear (Nexus)
front and rear V-brake
Schwalbe Returner 2.0’’ with reﬂection line
alloy cruiser rims with 68 spokes
single alloy kickstand
anti-rust coated chain
without ring lock and without light set

Optional:

chrome look

transport carrier

chrome look

rear carrier

led light set

chain lock

milk crate
CHB-770-SI-M

frame: midnight blue
fenders: chrome
tires: black/white Schwalbe Returner
saddle and grips: orange brown

The bike as a statement, the nice way to show you enjoy the small things in life. Slow down,
just go with the ﬂow and enjoy your ride. You’re not in a rush and love to show your style.
This is our redesign for the iconic American beach cruiser, with the tipical curved frame,
wide handlebar and saddle. You’ll be able to onjoy your freedom for years to come with our
high quality beach cruiser.

Cruiser

Sinatra
CHB-775-SI-W

-

American classic
Unique frame
Super comfortable
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
width handlebar
total length
weight

48 cm (inseam up to 80 cm)
65 cm
180 cm
17 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
kickstand
chain
transport carrier
standard equiped with

powder coated steel beach cruiser frame
7 speed derailleur gear (Nexus)
front and rear V-brake
Schwalbe Returner 2.0’’ with reﬂection line
alloy cruiser rims with 68 spokes
single alloy kickstand
anti-rust coated chain
frame mounted steel transport carrier
without ring lock and without light set

Optional:

chrome look

transport carrier

chrome look

rear carrier

led light set

chain lock

milk crate
CHB-775-SI-W

frame: dark blue
fenders: dark blue
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Brighton
CUC-1331-BR-M

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
coasterbrake (Shimano) and V-brake front
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

dark blue

transport carrier

dark blue

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1331-BR-M

frame: light blue
fenders: light blue
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Venice

CUC-1332-VE-W

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82 cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
coasterbrake (Shimano) and V-brake front
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

light blue

transport carrier

light blue

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1332-VE-W

frame: dark green
fenders: dark green
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Dublin

CUC-1333-DU-M

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
coasterbrake (Shimano) and V-brake front
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

dark green

transport carrier

dark green

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1333-DU-M

frame: light green
fenders: light green
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Lima

CUC-1334-LI-W

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82 cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
coasterbrake (Shimano) and V-brake front
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

light green

transport carrier

light green

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1334-LI-W

frame: piano black
fenders: piano black
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Vienna

CUC-1335-VI-M

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
coasterbrake (Shimano) and V-brake front
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

piano black

transport carrier

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1335-VI-M

frame: piano black
fenders: piano black
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Vienna

CUC-1336-VI-W

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82 cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
coasterbrake (Shimano) and V-brake front
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

piano black

transport carrier

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1336-VI-W

* the final assembly on the deluxe model is different than displayed

frame: piano black
fenders: piano black
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Vienna Deluxe
CUC-1371-VD-M

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
front and rear hand brakes (Shimano Rollerbrake®)
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

piano black

transport carrier

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1371-VD-M

* the final assembly on the deluxe model is different than displayed

frame: piano black
fenders: piano black
tires: cream Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

A modern city bike, blend of a beach cruiser and a typical Dutch bike, gives you an elegant
appearance.
Slightly less jolly than the beach cruiser, and with the 28 Inch wheels a big bike. Are you
looking for something in between sporty and relaxed, choose the urban cruiser.
Elegant bike with a range of accessories or even child seats which will suit you, and won’t
let you down with it’s puncture protected tires.
For sure the bicycle, which will be a subtle addition to your unique personality.

Urban

Vienna Deluxe
CUC-1372-VD-W

-

Large wheel size
Unique frame
Modern geometry
City proof ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
Stylish and pure

Technical specifications:
frame size
total length
width handlebar
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82 cm)
185 cm
57 cm
19 kg

gears
brakes
tires
rims
frame material
fenders
chain
equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano nexus)
front and rear hand brakes (Shimano Rollerbrake®)
Schwalbe big apple 2.0’’ cream, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
alloy rim
steel frame with powder coating
steel fenders in frame color with stainless stays
chain with anti-rust coating
with ART approved ringlock and led light set

Optional:

piano black

transport carrier

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

milk crate

CUC-1372-VD-W

frame: light grey
fenders: black
tires: brown Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

The delivery bike in optima forma. This is an alloy race horse dressed up like a delivery bike
and it guarantees a stylish entry wherever you go. With its unique frame, a perfect balanced
bike that stands out. It gives a very comfortable ride, with its big apple tires and nicely cut
seat. So, take all your stuff along, put them safely on the front carrier, and enjoy the smooth
ride.

Delivery

Husky

CDC-1330-HU-M

-

Super light alloy frame
Unique alloy front carrier
Large wheel size
Double kickstand
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
No unnecessary additions

Technische specificaties:
frame size
width
total length
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
57 cm
185 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
transport carrier
chain guard
standard equipped with

powder coated alloy delivery frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.0’’ brown, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
black anodized alloy rims
alloy transport carrier (steered)
closed black plastic chain guard
with ART approved ringlock and with led light set

Optional:

milk crate

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

CDC-1330-HU-M

frame: light grey
fenders: black
tires: brown Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

The delivery bike in optima forma. This is an alloy race horse dressed up like a delivery bike
and it guarantees a stylish entry wherever you go. With its unique frame, a perfect balanced
bike that stands out. It gives a very comfortable ride, with its big apple tires and nicely cut
seat. So, take all your stuff along, put them safely on the front carrier, and enjoy the smooth
ride.

Delivery

Husky

CDC-1332-HU-W

-

Super light alloy frame
Unique alloy front carrier
Large wheel size
Double kickstand
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
No unnecessary additions

Technische specificaties:
frame size
width
total length
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82cm)
57 cm
185 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
transport carrier
chain guard
standard equipped with

powder coated alloy delivery frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.0’’ brown, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
black anodized alloy rims
alloy transport carrier (steered)
closed black plastic chain guard
with ART approved ringlock and with led light set

Optional:

milk crate

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

CDC-1332-HU-W

frame: piano black
fenders: black
tires: black Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: black

The delivery bike in optima forma. This is an alloy race horse dressed up like a delivery bike
and it guarantees a stylish entry wherever you go. With its unique frame, a perfect balanced
bike that stands out. It gives a very comfortable ride, with its big apple tires and nicely cut
seat. So, take all your stuff along, put them safely on the front carrier, and enjoy the smooth
ride.

Delivery

Polar bear
CDC-1331-PB-M

-

Super light alloy frame
Unique alloy front carrier
Large wheel size
Double kickstand
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
No unnecessary additions

Technische specificaties:
frame size
width
total length
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
57 cm
185 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
transport carrier
chain guard
standard equipped with

powder coated alloy delivery frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.0’’ brown, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
black anodized alloy rims
alloy transport carrier (steered)
closed black plastic chain guard
with ART approved ringlock and with led light set

Optional:

milk crate

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

CDC-1331-PB-M

frame: piano black
fenders: black
tires: black Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: black

The delivery bike in optima forma. This is an alloy race horse dressed up like a delivery bike
and it guarantees a stylish entry wherever you go. With its unique frame, a perfect balanced
bike that stands out. It gives a very comfortable ride, with its big apple tires and nicely cut
seat. So, take all your stuff along, put them safely on the front carrier, and enjoy the smooth
ride.

Delivery

Polar bear
CDC-1333-PB-W

-

Super light alloy frame
Unique alloy front carrier
Large wheel size
Double kickstand
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
No unnecessary additions

Technische specificaties:
frame size
width
total length
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82 cm)
57 cm
185 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
transport carrier
chain guard
standard equipped with

powder coated alloy delivery frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.0’’ brown, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
black anodized alloy rims
alloy transport carrier (steered)
closed black plastic chain guard
with ART approved ringlock and with led light set

Optional:

milk crate

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

CDC-1333-PB-W

frame: dark grey/blue
fenders: black
tires: brown Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

The delivery bike in optima forma. This is an alloy race horse dressed up like a delivery bike
and it guarantees a stylish entry wherever you go. With its unique frame, a perfect balanced
bike that stands out. It gives a very comfortable ride, with its big apple tires and nicely cut
seat. So, take all your stuff along, put them safely on the front carrier, and enjoy the smooth
ride.

Delivery

Beluga

CDC-1334-BE-M

-

Super light alloy frame
Unique alloy front carrier
Large wheel size
Double kickstand
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
No unnecessary additions

Technische specificaties:
frame size
width
total length
weight

57 cm (inseam up to 87cm)
57 cm
185 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
transport carrier
chain guard
standard equipped with

powder coated alloy delivery frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.0’’ brown, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
black anodized alloy rims
alloy transport carrier (steered)
closed black plastic chain guard
with ART approved ringlock and with led light set

Optional:

milk crate

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

CDC-1334-BE-M

frame: dark grey/blue
fenders: black
tires: brown Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

The delivery bike in optima forma. This is an alloy race horse dressed up like a delivery bike
and it guarantees a stylish entry wherever you go. With its unique frame, a perfect balanced
bike that stands out. It gives a very comfortable ride, with its big apple tires and nicely cut
seat. So, take all your stuff along, put them safely on the front carrier, and enjoy the smooth
ride.

Delivery

Beluga

CDC-1335-BE-W

-

Super light alloy frame
Unique alloy front carrier
Large wheel size
Double kickstand
Modern geometry
Smooth ride
Built according to high Dutch standards
No unnecessary additions

Technische specificaties:
frame size
width
total length
weight

54 cm (inseam up to 82cm)
57 cm
185 cm
19 kg

frame material
gears
brakes
tires
rims
transport carrier
chain guard
standard equipped with

powder coated alloy delivery frame
3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
coaster brake (Shimano) and front V-brake
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.0’’ brown, reﬂection line, Kevlar®Guard
black anodized alloy rims
alloy transport carrier (steered)
closed black plastic chain guard
with ART approved ringlock and with led light set

Optional:

milk crate

piano black

rear carrier

chain lock

CDC-1335-BE-W

frame: graphite black
box: graphite black
tires: Kenda cruiser black/brown
saddle and grips: brown

All the benefits of a cargo bike, but non of the disadvantages. That’s what we have
accomplished with this very light cargo trike.
With this super light cargo bike you can safely and comfortable take the kids and stuff
on your adventures. By means of the special frame design your precious cargo is well
protected between the tubes, and you can be sure that even in dangerous situations you
have control over the bike. The light weight construction ensures a ride it with less effort and
more fun. Enjoy the luxury and comfort while transporting your precious cargo safely and in
style.

MPB

Dutch Delight model 2012
MPB-10-DD-102

-

Luxurious product
Lightest in it’s kind
Large alloy box
Low step through
Very stable due to tilting rear frame
High quality finish
Safest in it’s kind
Balanced at low speed and parking

Technical specifications:
weight
frame size
length
width (outside measure)
box (inside measure)
turn circle

42 kg
53 cm
217 cm
90 cm
L102 x B57 x H(47-32)
455 cm

gears
brakes
tires
capacity
frame material
standard equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
front and rear Shimano Rollerbrake®
Kenda cruiser tires
upto 4 small children comfortably
steel rear frame and alloy box
anti-rust coated chain, steering stabilizer, dingdong bell and
canvas seat with turbo cover and ring lock without light set

Optional:

raincover deluxe

raincover black

extra seat

led light set

graphite black

rear carrier

chain lock (long)
MPB-10-DD-102

frame: graphite black
box: graphite black
tires: Kenda cruiser black/brown
saddle and grips: brown

All the benefits of a cargo bike, but non of the disadvantages. That’s what we have
accomplished with this very light cargo trike.
With this super light cargo bike you can safely and comfortable take the kids and stuff
on your adventures. By means of the special frame design your precious cargo is well
protected between the tubes, and you can be sure that even in dangerous situations you
have control over the bike. The light weight construction ensures a ride it with less effort and
more fun. Enjoy the luxury and comfort while transporting your precious cargo safely and in
style.

MPB

Dutch Delight
MPB-13-DD-402

-

Luxurious product
Lightest in it’s kind
Large alloy box
Low step through
Very stable due to tilting rear frame
High quality finish
Safest in it’s kind
Balanced at low speed and parking

Technical specifications:
weight
frame size
length
width (outside measure)
box (inside measure)
turn circle

42 kg
53 cm
217 cm
80 cm
L102 x B57 x H(47-32)
455 cm

gears
brakes
tires
capacity
frame material
standard equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
front discs and rear Shimano Rollerbrake®
Kenda cruiser tires
upto 4 small children comfortably
steel rear frame and alloy box
anti-rust coated chain, steering stabilizer, dingdong bell and
canvas seat with turbo cover and ring lock without light set

Optional:

raincover deluxe

raincover black

extra seat

led light set

graphite black

rear carrier

chain lock (long)
MPB-13-DD-402

frame: xanadu grey
box: xanadu grey
tires: Kenda cruiser black/brown
saddle and grips: brown

All the benefits of a cargo bike, but non of the disadvantages. That’s what we have
accomplished with this very light cargo trike.
With this super light cargo bike you can safely and comfortable take the kids and stuff
on your adventures. By means of the special frame design your precious cargo is well
protected between the tubes, and you can be sure that even in dangerous situations you
have control over the bike. The light weight construction ensures a ride it with less effort and
more fun. Enjoy the luxury and comfort while transporting your precious cargo safely and in
style.

MPB

Earl Grey
MPB-12-GR-405

-

Luxurious product
Lightest in it’s kind
Large alloy box
Low step through
Very stable due to tilting rear frame
High quality finish
Safest in it’s kind
Balanced at low speed and parking

Technical specifications:
weight
frame size
length
width (outside measure)
box (inside measure)
turn circle

42 kg
53 cm
217 cm
80 cm
L102 x B57 x H(47-32)
455 cm

gears
brakes
tires
capacity
frame material
standard equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
front discs and rear Shimano Rollerbrake®
Kenda cruiser tires
upto 4 small children comfortably
steel rear frame and alloy box
anti-rust coated chain, steering stabilizer, dingdong bell and
canvas seat with turbo cover and ring lock without light set

Optional:

raincover deluxe

raincover black

extra seat

led light set

xanadu grey

rear carrier

chain lock (long)
MPB-12-GR-405

frame: graphite black
box: graphite black
tires: Kenda cruiser black/brown
saddle and grips: brown

All the benefits of a cargo bike, but non of the disadvantages. That’s what we have
accomplished with this very light cargo trike.
With this super light cargo bike you can safely and comfortable take the kids and stuff
on your adventures. By means of the special frame design your precious cargo is well
protected between the tubes, and you can be sure that even in dangerous situations you
have control over the bike. The light weight construction ensures a ride it with less effort and
more fun. Enjoy the luxury and comfort while transporting your precious cargo safely and in
style.

MPB

E-Cargo Dutch Delight

MPB-13-DD-402-E

-

Luxurious product
Lightest in it’s kind
Large alloy box
Low step through
Very stable due to tilting rear frame
High quality finish
Safest in it’s kind
Balanced at low speed and parking
Technical specifications:
weight
frame size
length
width (outside measure)
box (inside measure)
turn circle

42 kg
53 cm
217 cm
80 cm
L102 x B57 x H(47-32)
455 cm

gears
brakes
tires
capacity
frame material
equipped with

3 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
front discs and rear Shimano Rollerbrake®
Kenda cruiser tires
upto 4 small children comfortably
steel rear frame and alloy box
anti-rust coated chain, steering stabilizer, dingdong bell and
canvas seat with turbo cover and ring lock without light set
250 watt, brushless, bottombracket motor
24v 9ah, lithium ion battery pack
3 modes controller with battery indicator

motor
battery
controller
Optional:

raincover deluxe

raincover black

extra seat

led light set

graphite black

rear carrier

chain lock (long)
MPB-13-DD-402-E

frame: polar white
fenders: black PC plastic
pod: black
tires: black Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

All the benefits of a cargo bike, but non of the disadvantages. That’s what we have
accomplished with this very light cargo bike.
With this super light cargo bike you can safely and comfortable take the kids and stuff
on your adventures. By means of the special frame design your precious cargo is well
protected between the tubes, and you can be sure that even in dangerous situations you
have control over the bike. The light weight construction ensures a ride it with less effort and
more fun. Enjoy the luxury and comfort while transporting your precious cargo safely and in
style.

Coupé

Mont Blanc
CCO-971-MB-101

-

Same effort as on a normal bike
Low step through
Substantially more space then on a normal bike
Better balance resulting in more control
Comfortable and safe ride
Luxurious and complete finish
With different configurations a wide range of use
With two wheels the real cycling experience and same road position

Technical specifications:
total weight
frame size
total length
width
inside measure box
turn circle

35 kg
53 cm
240 cm
60 cm
L78 x W52 x H42 cm
300 cm

gears
brakes
tires
capacity
frame material
box
seats
chain
standard equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
front and rear Shimano Rollerbrake®
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.35’’ kevlar® guard
up to 2 children comfortably
steel center frame with alloy side tubes
black tarp soft pod
canvas recliner seats
anti-rust coated chain
with ART approved ringlock and with lighting

Optional:

all over cover

chain lock (long)

child seat

CCO-971-MB-101

frame: piano black
fenders: black PC plastic
pod: black
tires: black Schwalbe Big Apple
saddle and grips: brown

All the benefits of a cargo bike, but non of the disadvantages. That’s what we have
accomplished with this very light cargo bike.
With this super light cargo bike you can safely and comfortable take the kids and stuff
on your adventures. By means of the special frame design your precious cargo is well
protected between the tubes, and you can be sure that even in dangerous situations you
have control over the bike. The light weight construction ensures a ride it with less effort and
more fun. Enjoy the luxury and comfort while transporting your precious cargo safely and in
style.

Coupé

Montana Negra
CCO-972-MN-102

-

Same effort as on a normal bike
Low step through
Substantially more space then on a normal bike
Better balance resulting in more control
Comfortable and safe ride
Luxurious and complete finish
With different configurations a wide range of use
With two wheels the real cycling experience and same road position

Technical specifications:
total weight
frame size
total length
width
inside measure box
turn circle

35 kg
53 cm
240 cm
60 cm
L78 x W52 x H42 cm
300 cm

gears
brakes
tires
capacity
frame material
box
seats
chain
standard equipped with

7 speed hub gear (Shimano Nexus)
front and rear Shimano Rollerbrake®
Schwalbe Big Apple 2.35’’ kevlar® guard
up to 2 children comfortably
steel center frame with alloy side tubes
black tarp soft pod
canvas recliner seats
anti-rust coated chain
with ART approved ringlock and with lighting

Optional:

all over cover

chain lock (long)

child seat

CCO-972-MN-102

Johnny Loco Bicycles B.V.
P.O.Box 10821
1001 EV Amsterdam
The Netherlands

